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Abstract Recent temperature projections for urban areas

have only been able to reflect the expected change due to

greenhouse-induced warming, with little attempt to predict

urbanisation effects. This research examines temperature

changes due to both global warming and urbanisation

independently and applies them differentially to urban and

rural areas over a sub-tropical city, Hong Kong. The effect

of global warming on temperature is estimated by

regressing IPCC data from eight Global Climate Models

against the background temperature recorded at a rural

climate station. Results suggest a mean background tem-

perature increase of 0.67 �C by 2039. To model tempera-

ture changes for different degrees of urbanization, long-

term temperature records along with a measureable

urbanisation parameter, plot ratio surrounding different

automatic weather stations (AWS) were used. Models

representing daytime and nighttime respectively were

developed, and a logarithmic relationship between the rate

of temperature change and plot ratio (degree of urbanisa-

tion) is observed. Baseline air temperature patterns over

Hong Kong for 2009 were derived from two ASTER

thermal satellite images, for summer daytime and

nighttime respectively. Dynamic raster modeling was

employed to project temperatures to 2039 in 10-year

intervals on a per-pixel basis according to the degree of

urbanization predicted. Daytime and nighttime tempera-

tures in the highly urbanized areas are expected to rise by

ca. 2 �C by 2039. Validation by projecting observed tem-

perature trends at AWS, gave low average RMS errors of

0.19 �C for daytime and 0.14 �C for nighttime, and sug-

gests the reliability of the method.

Keywords Climate change � Remote sensing � Dynamic

modeling � Temperature projection

1 Introduction

Global temperatures have increased at 0.13 �C per decade

between 1956 and 2005 (IPCC 2007). Japan reported a

0.28 �C increase in annual temperature per decade between

1953 and 2000 (Matsumoto et al. 2003) while the United

States reported a decadal increase of 0.19 �C from 1970 to

1997 (Knappenberger et al. 2001). In China, an average

warming rate of 0.22 �C per decade was recorded by 710

weather stations across the whole country between 1951

and 2001 (Ren et al. 2004). As greenhouse-induced

warming estimates involve the average temperature change

over the world including places where urbanisation is

absent, human factors, such as industrial expansion and

land use changes (Kalnay and Cai 2003) may contribute

additional temperature increases to urban areas. Thus under

the combined effect of global warming and urbanisation,

the rate of temperature increase in some urban areas may

be faster than the global or country average (Leung et al.

2007). This needs further investigation in tropical and sub-

tropical cities where high summer temperatures combine
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with often poor city design and increased affluence to

multiply the use of air conditioning.

The effect of global warming on Hong Kong is indicated

by the temperature change at Ta Kwu Ling (TKL) climate

station in the northern New Territories as urban develop-

ment is absent in this area (Lam 2006; Leung et al. 2007).

Over the past 21 years, the annual mean temperature

recorded at TKL has increased by 0.08 �C per decade

(Fig. 1), and may be mainly attributed to global warming.

Temperature trends in urban areas are usually characterized

by data from the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) Head-

quarters since it is situated in the dense urban core, in spite

of its park-like setting. Here the annual mean temperature

rose by only 0.16 �C per decade between 1948 and 2009

(Fig. 2), but by 0.28 �C per decade for the second half of

the period from 1980 to 2009. Thus not only is the tem-

perature rising faster than in rural areas, but alarmingly, the

rate of increase itself is also increasing. This suggests that

urbanisation is an additional factor in causing temperature

rise, and if current trends are continued, temperatures could

increase much faster in the future.

Since the urban infrastructure is known to alter the ther-

mal environment creating an urban heat island (UHI) effect

(Howard 1818), the dependence on urban features suggests

greater variability of temperatures over space in urban, than

in rural areas. More spatially detailed temperature mapping

and future temperature projections are therefore required,

than can be provided by current climate models.

1.1 Objectives

The objective of this paper is to utilize state of the art remote

sensing techniques, global climate models (GCMs), fixed

station records and planning data to project summertime

temperatures for Hong Kong over the next 30 years. The

projection takes both greenhouse-induced warming as well

as the effect of urbanisation into account. Daytime and

nighttime temperature patterns are studied separately using

satellite images taken for both day and night.

2 Temperature projection

2.1 Emission scenarios and uncertainty

The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (IPCC 2007)

stated the best estimate of global warming to be between

1.8 and 4.0 �C at the end of the twenty first century, rela-

tive to 1980–1999, with the wide range due to uncertainty

of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Future GHG emis-

sions are assumed to follow one of six scenarios (Supple-

mentary Fig. 1a), and for this project the A2 scenario was

selected for the modeling because it lies mid-way between

the highest and lowest scenarios for the relevant timeframe

up to 2039 (Supplementary Fig. 1b). Timeframes beyond

this are deemed unsuitable for this study, since urban

parameters used in the modeling of urbanization effects are

unavailable over a longer term.

2.2 Limitations of spatial resolution

The global climate models used in IPCC AR4 climate

projections (IPCC 2007) are at coarse spatial resolution of

over 100 km, and although those proposed for AR5 in 2014

(McCarthy et al. 2010; Oleson 2012) will consider urban-

ization effects at city-wide level, they will not recognize

intra-urban heterogeneity, for projection of climatic change

at intra-urban scale. Fine spatial resolution satellite imag-

ery from thermal infra-red sensors such as Landsat

ETM ? and ASTER can provide a basis for more detailed

modeling which allows urban scale effects to be consid-

ered, and many satellite-based urban climatic studies have

been carried out [for a comprehensive review see Voogt

and Oke (2003) and Weng (2009)]. Most previous research

has only utilized satellite images for static climate mod-

eling, but the development of advanced computing tech-

nology allows these images to be used for dynamic

Fig. 1 Trend of annual mean temperature at Ta Kwu Ling from

1989–2009

Fig. 2 Trend of annual mean temperature at HKO Headquarters from

1948–2009 (the blue and red lines represent the trend for the entire

period and only the second half, respectively)
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modeling of processes whose spatial components change

through time, as will be demonstrated in this paper.

2.3 Complexity of spatial dynamic modeling

Dynamic modeling can be defined as the modeling of

processes which have spatial components that change

through time (Karssenberg and De Jong 2005). The GCMs

used in this project (Table 1) are types of spatial dynamic

models because the input parameters vary over space and

time (e.g. carbon dioxide concentration), but owing to their

complexity, they are computationally and cost demanding.

In this project, high resolution satellite imagery allows fine

scale urban environment modeling with the aid of dynamic

modeling software e.g. PCRaster (Utrecht University

2009), to integrate temporal data with satellite imagery.

The temporal parameter i.e. rate of change is specified for

each pixel, and an image at every time step is automatically

generated using different input parameters at each step

until the end of the study period (Van Beek and Van Asch

2004).

2.4 Temperature projection in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) projected Hong

Kong’s annual mean temperature to 2100 by downscaling

15 IPCC AR4 models (Table 1) from regional to local level

(Leung et al. 2007). To develop a model which relates the

regional temperature to local temperature, they correlated

the de-urbanised air temperature recorded at the HKO

Headquarters with historical South China temperatures

reanalyzed from the National Center for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP). The projected data from global climate

models (GCMs) were then fed into the regression rela-

tionship. The projections, which refer to the range of model

ensemble for the six emission scenarios indicated that

annual mean temperature in Hong Kong will rise by

3.0–6.0 �C by 2100, given no further urbanisation, and

from 3.7 to 6.8 �C with a constant urbanisation rate as

before. The urbanization effect was estimated from the

urban heat island (UHI) magnitude (T(u - r)) from urban

and rural climate stations over the last 100 years, as

0.08 �C per decade.

Compared with HKO’s temperature projections for

Hong Kong where a maximum of 6 �C or more is expected,

those from other regions are relatively mild, with a maxi-

mum of 4 �C increase this century, predicted for Japan

(Kurihara et al. 2005) and South America (Boulanger et al.

2006). As Hong Kong is the most densely built city in the

world, many additional factors may contribute to the sharp

increase in temperature, thus great uncertainty will remain

unless these can be identified. Specifically, parameters

representing urbanization are difficult to quantify for both

past and future scenarios.

2.5 Modeling of urban parameters

Since the UHI is an effect of urbanization, not a causative

factor, it cannot be used to parameterize a future prediction

model. One parameter, the height-to-width ratio (H/W),

Table 1 Regression models used for downscaling, and the R2 values, standard deviation (SD) of TKL observations for July to September, from

2000 to 2009, and the mean discrepancy between the predicted and observed temperatures for each model in the same period

Model Regression Model

y = model data

x = TKL station data

R2 n Mean Discrepancy Accept?

BCM2 y = 0.9859x - 3.0664 0.91 120 -0.14 Yes

CM3 y = 0.9449x - 0.9997 0.87 120 -0.32 No

MK3.0 y = 1.2679x - 9.0459 0.86 108 -0.36 No

*CM2.0 y = 1.0848x - 4.0971 0.85 108 -0.01 No

E20/Russell y = 0.8504x ? 5.0524 0.93 72 -0.12 Yes

CCSM3.0 y = 1.2336x - 6.8555 0.92 120 -0.20 Yes

PCM (V1) y = 1.1649x - 5.7879 0.93 120 -0.14 Yes

HADCM3 y = 1.2357x - 6.2108 0.82 120 0.02 Yes

CGCM2.3.2a y = 1.0691x - 3.0463 0.90 108 0.38 No

ECHO-G y = 1.1619x - 6.6416 0.85 108 0.12 Yes

CM3.0 y = 1.2961x - 10.74 0.82 108 -0.41 No

ECHAM5 y = 0.9362x ? 0.7609 0.80 108 -0.43 No

CM4 (V1) y = 1.757x - 21.04 0.88 120 -0.10 Yes

*CGCM3.1 y = 1.3493x - 11.095 0.85 108 -0.28 No

MIROC (V3.2) y = 1.0233x - 0.8576 0.89 108 -0.17 Yes

The n values denote the number of months available for each climate model
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which is determined by the height and separation of

buildings, has long been used to study the energy budget of

the built environment (Oke 1982). Another parameter, the

sky view factor (SVF) has also been found to be correlated

with heat island intensity (Oke 1988). However, since

neither the H/W ratio or SVF is used in Hong Kong for

regulating city planning, a related parameter, the plot ratio

is used in this research as the parameter defining the degree

of urbanization. Plot ratio (PR), which also considers the

density and height of buildings at a site is a widely

accepted parameter in city planning and is defined as the

gross floor area (GFA) of buildings divided by the site area,

of each project site (Eq. 1).

PR ¼
P

a� f

A
ð1Þ

where a is the footprint area of a building, f is the number

of floors and A is the corresponding site area.

3 Methods

3.1 Use of thermal satellite images for baseline air

temperature mapping

Thermal satellite images from the ASTER satellite sensor

on 22nd August 2009 daytime and 13th August 2008

nighttime, were geometrically and emissivity corrected and

converted to air temperature by a procedure described in

Nichol and To (2012). The emissivity correction (Nichol

2009) resulted in a pixel size of 10 m. The air temperatures

were derived from a regression of the image surface tem-

peratures against a series of air and surface temperature

points collected in the field at the time of imaging, for

which an R2 of 0.74 and 0.82 were obtained for day and

nighttime images respectively (Supplementary Figs. 2 and

3). When the image-derived air temperatures were vali-

dated against air temperatures at automatic weather sta-

tions, R2 0.75 and 0.84 were obtained for day and night

(Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5). As satellite images are

often criticised for their temporal incompleteness, the two

images were tested for their relevance to times and dates

other than the time of imagery. The images were found to

be representative of spatial patterns of air temperature over

Hong Kong for 4 h during the day and 11 h during the

night, on the imaging dates respectively (Supplementary

Figs. 6 and 7). Furthermore, the pattern of temperature

distribution on the nighttime image was able to represent

62 out of 69 dates during the summer months on which

climatic conditions were similar to the imaging date, hav-

ing hot weather and relatively clear skies for image col-

lection. The daytime image was representative of 17 out of

76 dates (Nichol and To 2012). These results indicate the

suitability of using satellite images for temperature mod-

eling because they can accurately represent the spatial

distribution of air temperature near ground level and are

representative for extended time periods and a season

rather than a single instant in time.

3.2 Projection for greenhouse-induced warming

Temperature was projected up to 2039 using a multi-model

approach in order to improve the reliability and consistency

of the results compared with a single model (Tebaldi and

Knutti 2007). The simulation outputs of 15 global climate

models, with the A2 emission scenario specified, were

extracted from the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis

and Inter-comparison (PCMDI) website, for the grid cell

corresponding to Hong Kong. Due to the large grid sizes,

the data are assumed be insensitive to temperature change

at urban scale within Hong Kong. For downscaling to local

scale, monthly temperatures recorded at the Ta Kwu Ling

(TKL) station in Hong Kong were regressed against the

GCM monthly outputs from January 2000, 2001 or 2004

depending on the earliest data in the GCMs, to December

2009. Since TKL is a typical rural area, any temperature

change was assumed to be mainly due to global effects

such as greenhouse warming.

Although high R2 values ranging from 0.80 to 0.93 were

obtained (Table 1), this does not necessarily imply accu-

racy of the predictions because there may be large offsets

between observations and predictions. Therefore, since the

interest of this project is the summer temperature, the

monthly temperatures from July to September of each year,

as well as those recorded at TKL, were averaged. Then the

mean discrepancy between the observations and predic-

tions of each GCM from 2000 to 2009 was calculated

(Table 1).

The standard deviation of the seasonal temperatures at

TKL over the same period was used as a threshold value to

determine if the predictions were acceptable because this

value reveals the normal year-to-year variation of the

seasonal temperatures. Models whose prediction was

greater than the SD of 0.3 at TKL were excluded as being

unable to model the seasonal temperature in Hong Kong.

Although ten GCMs have discrepancies lower than the

threshold value (SD) of 0.3 (Table 1), only eight were

selected for temperature projection because the remaining

two (marked *) actually predict a cooling trend, which

contradicts the predictions of most GCMs, as well as trends

observed over past decades (Figs. 1, 2).

For downscaling of temperature predictions from

regional to local level, the monthly temperature outputs

from 2010 to 2039 of the eight selected GCMs were fitted

into the corresponding regression models (Table 1). The

decadal summer temperatures predicted by each model
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were averaged to obtain an ensemble mean, and the upper

and lower limits provided the maximum and minimum

temperatures at the end of each decade (Table 2).

3.3 Projection of temperature due to urbanisation

The rates of temperature change at different urban loca-

tions would depend on the surrounding built environment

since building materials create higher thermal load. The

wide spatial spread of Hong Kong’s AWS (Hong Kong

Observatory 2013) provides a good opportunity to study

temperature changes with respect to the surrounding

environment. The hourly temperature data of eight AWS

which have been established for at least 10 years and with

continuous records since their establishment were obtained.

Since no change in plot ratios had taken place at any of the

sites since establishment, any temperature increases at

these AWS should be attributed to territory-wide devel-

opments, which cause more heat to be retained by existing

urban structures anywhere within the territory.

The hourly summertime (July to September) tempera-

tures were grouped into daytime (10 a.m.–1 p.m.) and

nighttime (6 p.m.–4 a.m.) temperatures respectively, periods

during which temperature patterns remain constant [Nichol

and To 2012 (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7)], since tem-

perature trends are expected to be different owing to dif-

ferent thermal processes during day and night (Voogt and

Oke 2003). The yearly summer temperatures and the dec-

adal temperature changes of each AWS for day and night

respectively were computed (3). It is notable that the TKL

weather station shows an increase of 0.08 and 0.07 �C per

decade for day and night respectively, which is very similar

to the overall background warming of 0.08 �C per decade as

observed from the long term data for Hong Kong (Fig. 1).

The temperature change solely due to urbanisation was

obtained by subtracting background temperature increase at

TKL from the total increases of the other stations.

3.4 Temperature change due to urbanisation, using plot

ratios

The plot ratios of the street blocks where the eight selected

AWS (Table 3) are situated were extracted and correlated

with temperature changes at the corresponding sites. Street

blocks are large irregular units used to group areas of

similar built environment and thus their plot ratios are

representative of a large region surrounding each AWS.

Linear models were found inappropriate because no AWS

are located in areas with very high plot ratios and the

models would have given unreasonably fast temperature

increase in such areas. A logarithmic function has been

suggested to describe the relationship between urbanization

and temperature (Karl et al. 1988), and between the H/W

ratio and temperature (Oleson et al. 2008). As discussed in

Sect. 3, plot ratio can be used to replace H/W. The loga-

rithmic relation can be explained by the fact that air tem-

perature is more closely related to horizontal surfaces

(r = 0.7) than vertical surfaces (r = 0.49) (Nichol 1996).

This implies that air temperature is more sensitive to

density rather than height of buildings, though the latter

Table 2 Projected summer background temperature in the next 3

decades, from the monthly outputs from 2010 to 2039, of eight

selected climate models using the regression equations for Ta Kwu

Ling (rural) climate station listed in Table 1

Decade Lower

limit (�C)

Upper

Limit (�C)

Ensemble

mean (�C)

Projected

temperature (�C)

2000–2009 N/A N/A N/A 27.8

2010–2019 0.05 0.53 0.24 28.0

2020–2029 -0.08 0.25 0.11 28.2

2030–2039 0.13 0.51 0.32 28.5

Total 0.10 1.29 0.67 N/A

The decadal summer temperatures predicted by each model were

averaged to obtain an ensemble mean

Table 3 Total and net temperature change per decade at the eight AWS

Stations UCZa Year established Total increase (Day) Net increase (Day) Total increase (Night) Net increase (Night)

Cheung Chau 7 1992 0.03 -0.05 0.12 0.05

Ching Pak House 5 1987 0.92 0.84 0.75 0.68

Wong Chuk Hang 4 1989 0.41 0.33 0.29 0.22

King’s Park 6 1992 0.27 0.19 0.37 0.3

Shatin 6 1984 0.2 0.12 0.2 0.13

Ta Kwu Ling 5 1985 0.08 0 0.07 0

Sai Kung 4 1993 0.46 0.38 0.5 0.43

Lau Fau Shan 5 1985 0.06 -0.02 0.09 0.02

a Urban Climate Zone, after Stewart and Oke 2009)
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cannot be fully neglected. It can be assumed that the rate of

temperature increase can be similar in areas with different

plot ratios if there is no significant difference in the built

densities, meaning that the plot ratio difference is a result

of building height variations. In Hong Kong, most areas of

high plot ratio are occupied by high rise buildings. It can be

expected that the rate of temperature increase will slow

down when the plot ratio has reached a certain level since

temperature is less sensitive to the height of buildings. A

logarithmic function can best model this relationship as it

gives a slowing trend when the independent variable (i.e.

plot ratio) increases.

3.5 Modeling future urban development

In this project, future plot ratios of sites were obtained from

the Hong Kong government which announced the planned

GFA/plot ratios for 44 projects, all of which are scheduled

for increase in the next decade. The plot ratios of all street

blocks over Hong Kong were input into the logarithmic

equations (Eqs. 2, 3) in order to calculate the net tempera-

ture increase per decade. Pixels were assumed to have the

same increase as the street block to which they belonged.

These pixel-based incremental values were then added to the

original temperatures of the pixel by decadal increments for

the next 3 decades. The actual temperature increase was then

obtained by adding the background warming rate (Table 2)

to the net temperature increase. Therefore, in total 3 daytime

and 3 nighttime future temperature maps were produced by

dynamic modeling on a per-pixel basis, with the model

parameters varied at each time step (i.e. decade).

3.6 Validation of temperature projections

For validation of the temperature projections the logarith-

mic models were used to back-project the outputs at 2039,

to the year of establishment of the eight different AWS,

and calculate the RMSE between the actual and projected

change for the stations.

4 Results

The eight GCMs selected appear able to predict the

monthly temperature in rural Hong Kong since 80 % to

93 % of the monthly temperature variations at the rural

TKL station can be predicted by individual global climate

models (Table 1). The correlations are all significant and

much higher than obtained by Chan et al. (2010) who

computed a low R2 (-0.099 to 0.467) between annual

temperatures in southern China and GCM outputs from the

earliest available dates (i.e. January 2000, 2001 or 2004).

The higher R2 values for Hong Kong using monthly

temperatures can be explained by the comparatively large

inter-monthly temperature variation in Hong Kong within a

year compared with relatively small (e.g. \1 �C) inter-

annual temperature variations. The transfer of GCM out-

puts to the local level on a monthly basis (Maurer and

Hidalgo 2008) appears more meaningful than annual.

The summer temperature at TKL is expected to increase by

0.24 �C in 2010–2019; 0.11 �C in 2020–2029 and 0.32 �C in

2030–2039 (Table 2). The relatively small increase of

0.11 �C in the third decade (2020–2029) may be explained by

the influence of the emission reductions agreement later in the

second decade (Copenhagen Accord 2009), which has been

factored into the models. The total temperature increase in

these three decades is estimated to be between 0.10 and

1.29 �C, with an ensemble mean of 0.67 �C.

For the temperature changes due to urbanization, a

logarithmic relationship was observed in both the daytime

and nighttime models (Eqs. 2, 3; Supplementary Figs. 8

and 9) (Sect. 3.4). Although urban development is frozen

after the first decade due to lack of planning data beyond

2020, this relationship assumes that even if the plot ratio

does not change, air temperature would still increase. This

phenomenon can be explained by regional rather than local

scale developments. In the past few decades, the whole of

the Pearl River Delta (PRD) region has experienced rapid

urbanization, with massive increase in population and

buildings. The new developments would increase the heat

storage capacity, with more long-wave radiation trapped by

artificial materials (Oke and Maxwell 1975). Another

source of increasing temperatures is the large number of

factories in PRD releasing heat as a by-product of industry.

As the temperature has been rising, more energy consumed

by air conditioning, in turn releases more heat. This would

create a large urban boundary layer (UBL) (Oke 1976),

covering the whole PRD region including Hong Kong. The

heat trapped in the UBL will diffuse across the UBL, and

feed back into the UCL where urban structures in any area

will reabsorb the heat. Thus temperatures would increase

further in such areas even if there are no developments.

Daytime: y ¼ 0:13 ln xþ 0:44 ð2Þ
Nighttime: y ¼ 0:11 ln xþ 0:02 ð3Þ

where x = plot ratio, y = net temperature increase per

decade.

The logarithmic regressions of the net temperature

change per decade and plot ratio during the daytime and

nighttime were R2 = 0.50 and 0.56 respectively (Supple-

mentary Figs. 8 and 9).

Validation of the outputs by back-projection, observed a

mean RMSE between the actual and projected change for

the stations, of 0.19 �C for daytime and 0.14 �C for

nighttime.
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5 Mapping the temperature projections

5.1 The daytime images

The summer daytime air temperature image (Fig. 3a)

shows the inner urban areas of Kowloon Peninsula to be

between 34.1 and 35.6 �C (light- and dark green areas).

These are not the hottest areas due to the presence of

building shadows, and thus reduced incoming radiation.

Older urban districts with medium rise buildings (e.g.

Kowloon City, as arrowed) are the warmest urban districts,

with an additional 0.5 �C. The warmest areas correspond to

large tracts of open ground (Supplementary Fig. 10)

with little urban development corresponding to coastal

reclaimed land in West Kowloon (orange area) (Supple-

mentary Fig. 10). By 2039 (Fig. 3b) most urban areas will

have a 2–3 �C increase in daytime air temperature, indi-

cated by the original dark green areas changed to yellow.

This indicates an average increase of temperature from

currently around 35 �C to just less than 38 �C in 2039.

5.2 The nighttime images

At night, temperatures of the inner urban areas (29–31 �C)

are significantly warmer than the surrounding non-built and

vegetated areas (28.5–29 �C) and as in the daytime, older

medium rise high density districts are the warmest

(Fig. 4a). For example the purple areas in dense urban

districts of Jordan (corresponding to the old Chinatown

district) and Hung Hom (as arrowed), which are 0.7 �C

hotter than their surroundings, can be regarded as the core

of the UHI. Thus nighttime temperature hot spots are the

densest built areas, whereas during the day the hottest areas

are open spaces and low density built areas.

Over the next 3 decades nighttime temperatures in the

centre of Kowloon are expected to show at least a 2 �C

increase, reaching up to 32 �C (Fig. 4b, red and white

areas). Open spaces should continue to be 1–2 �C cooler

(the purple class) than the central urban area. The UHI will

develop further to include more areas along the main

shopping districts of Nathan Road and Tsim Sha Tsui

(white areas) in the future. The intensity of the UHI should

increase further as temperatures in urban areas will rise

faster than in rural areas of lower plot ratios.

5.3 Mapping of bio-climatic parameters

The projected temperatures can be used to map the

expected spatial distribution of bioclimatic variables such

as thermal comfort levels (TS) as in Eq. (4), or wind

requirements to achieve neutral sensation. The wind speed

requirement is also calculated from Eq. 4 by setting the

thermal sensation (TS) to 0, meaning neither a cold nor a

hot condition and using image temperatures along with

parameter values for a typical summer day and night sit-

uation in Hong Kong (Cheng et al. 2011). The maps show

that nowhere in the urban areas except green space is

thermally comfortable during a summer day, both at

present and in the future. At night, most urban locations

which are now ranked comfortable will become uncom-

fortable in 30 years’ time (Supplementary Fig. 11). A

minimum wind speed of 1.8–2.7 m/s and 0.3–0.8 m/s

Fig. 3 a Daytime temperature

map of Kowloon in 2009,

b projected daytime temperature

map of Kowloon in 2039
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would be required to mitigate the daytime and nighttime

heat in the urban areas respectively, to produce a neutral

sensation (Supplementary Fig. 12). Since wind speeds in

south China are expected to decrease as a result of global

climate change (Zhao et al. 2011), such wind standards will

become increasingly difficult to achieve (Cheng et al.

2011).

TS ¼ 0:1895� TA� 0:7754�WSþ 0:0028� SR

þ 0:1953� HR� 8:23 ð4Þ

where TS is thermal sensation, TA is dry bulb air tem-

perature (�C), WS is wind speed (m/s), SR is solar radiation

(W/m2) and HR is absolute humidity (g/kg).

6 Discussion

In the past few decades, temperature has demonstrated a

rising trend in many countries and cities including Hong

Kong. The rate of temperature increase at HKO near the

centre of the urban area has been 0.28 �C per decade over

the last 30 years while the rate of global warming was only

0.13 �C per decade over the last five decades. The faster

temperature increase in Hong Kong can be explained by

the combined effect of greenhouse-induced warming and

urbanisation, which has been investigated here.

The projection models used in this project take both

greenhouse warming and urbanisation into account, and are

able to predict rates of temperature change in coming

decades. Future temperature maps were produced dynam-

ically at 10-year intervals using the iteration model (Sect.

3.5) and current satellite images. The daytime and night-

time temperatures in the highly urbanised areas (e.g. centre

of Kowloon) are projected to rise by ca. 2 �C in 30 years’

time. At the same time, temperature increases in rural areas

in the absence of more urbanization are projected to be

close to the greenhouse warming rate of 0.67 �C.

The main source of uncertainty in the predictions due to

the urbanization effect lies in the fact that none of the eight

AWS used for modeling temperature change due to

urbanization are situated in an area with high plot ratios

such as a high rise housing estate. Thus temperature trends

are only estimated from changes in lower density areas,

and a logarithmic trend has been assumed. This problem is

difficult to rectify as climatic stations in Hong Kong, as in

many cities, were originally located to monitor prevailing

background weather conditions, with urban influences to be

avoided. This also makes it unlikely that any change in plot

ratios would have happened in the immediate surroundings

of weather stations since their establishment. Therefore this

study allows the modeling of temperature changes at AWS

with reference to their current site plot ratios. This accounts

for heat island effects and feedback from the urban

boundary layer of the wider urbanized region of Hong

Kong and neighbouring Pearl River Delta region which has

experienced very rapid urban and industrial development

over the last three decades.

The nighttime satellite image used for baseline mapping

of air temperatures was more able to represent prevailing

summertime temperatures over Hong Kong, than was the

daytime image, as it was representative of air temperature

distribution for 11 h surrounding the image time, and for

Fig. 4 a Nighttime temperature

map of Kowloon in 2008,

b projected nighttime

temperature map of Kowloon in

2039
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62 out of 69 (i.e. 90 %) of summer nights when weather

conditions were similar i.e. no rainstorm or typhoon

announced on that date. The longer period of validity at

night is thought to be due to a more stable atmosphere with

less convection and advection. The daytime image can be

considered relevant for a shorter period during the day i.e.

9.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m. and for about 25 % of summer days.

Validation of the projected temperatures, with a mean

RMSE of 0.19 and 0.14 �C for 8 climate stations for day

and night respectively suggests the models are reliable and

that future increase will follow the predictions based on

trends since the 1980s and 1990s to 2009 which is linked to

plot ratios plus the background warming rate.
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